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Abstract 
 
This presentation will offer an analysis of the results of several different completion techniques applied to a secondary reservoir in a mature 
field. These analyses allowed for the selection of the most effective solution for the development of what had been considered a secondary 
reservoir, optimizing the oil potential of the reservoir and its associated reserves by providing a reduction in workover time and incremental 
production through the use of an integrated engineering approach. The re-evaluation of the oil potential of this secondary laminated reservoir 
and its proper development was achieved through selecting the right technology after 15 hydraulic fractures, 13 perforations with propellant, 
and 8 high density shot perforations. The input data includes the integration of a detailed geological description, petrophysical evaluation, and a 
reservoir characterization added to pre and post evaluations of the completion techniques supported by production results. Comparing the 
results as a function of the completion design and its reservoir characteristics helped to determine the right completion scheme for the reservoir 
in terms of productivity and economics. The integration of the inputs and outcomes of each completion system showed that hydraulic fracturing 
is the most suitable method to unlock the oil potential and reserves of M-2 reservoir due to the higher productivity it creates and the sustained 
oil rates seen over time. The technique showed up to a 100% increase in oil production with unaltered water cut levels, which indicates that the 
fracture has contacted and connected multiple laminated oil-bearing sands. The suggested technique is supported by an optimal correlation 
between reservoir characteristics, oil productivity, and constitutive laws. The fracturing process was continuously optimized until reaching the 
planned objectives for the reservoir. The new oil potential, added to the lower water cut of the reservoir, also helped to reduce bottlenecks at 
surface facilities, which are currently at limit conditions due to high water production from the main reservoirs. Finally, the optimization 
process resulted in savings at OPEX and CAPEX levels.  
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Presenter’s notes : Core description show that  diagenetic process has degraded M-2 Reservoir Quality by the presence of Calcite and Glauconite. 

We can see the difference in the core, Point B has a good reservoir quality by other hand the point A show the degradation of the M-2 reservoir. 



Presenter’s notes : We have Wide ranges in permeability with low range in porosity.  It confirms the varied and layered reservoir quality.

From this point of view, It is necessary to improve productivity by increasing the flow capacity through fractures that allow a better connection between the pores and between layers of quartz sandstones.

The best technique to interconnect thin layers is Hydraulic fracturing.











Presenter’s notes : Due to the layering characteristic of M-2 completion strategy should be address to connect those layers. Historically M-2 wells have been hydraulic fractured, perforated with propellant and conventional perforating, results of each 

technology apply were analyzed in 16 wells HF, 11 Prope, 5 wells Conv Perf.



Presenter’s notes : Graph on the left shows historical production profile by technology. Normalized date indicate an average of 180 bls per day with conventional perforating which represent 178 mbls of cumulative oil production. When the well is 

perforated with propellant the average production is 250 bopd with a 200 mbls of cumulative production. And the third technology applied which is HF shows an average of 430 bopd with a cumulative production of 300 mbls. These results lead to choose 

hydraulic fracture as the best completion technique. 





Presenter’s notes : To date, 33 wells have been completed in M-2, where,  12 were hydraulic fractured, 13 perforated with propellants,  with high shot density perforation and 7 Planed Workovers to 2015 Hydraulic Fracturing has commonly been applied in 

Ecuador as an alternative to reduce formation damage, requiring a pre and post-frac evaluation. 
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Presenter’s notes : Base on the analysis of reservoir pressure, net pay, productivity index, among others, 21 wells were identify as WO candidates after the analysis of a total of 185 existing wells. 

Map to the left Shows in red the location of the WO candidates

Since one of the projects goals was to identify new opportunities WO and New Wells  location were analyzed in this slide 



Presenter’s notes : Since then three wells had been fractured without pre-frac evaluation, post-frac production meeting production prognosis and productivity index range. 

Unlocking laminated reservoir full potential, increasing connectivity with fracture.


